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Lee’s  Sandwiches  Launches New  Product:  Lee’s  PourOver  Coffee-Fresh Ground Coffee Filter Packs 
Artistry, Quality, and Convenience. 

 
San Jose, California, April 1st, 2014-Lee’s Sandwiches celebrates over 55 stores and counting. As a family 
owned and managed company, Lee’s Sandwiches continues to provide new and innovative ways to enjoy 
their classic coffee with the launch of Lee’s new product: PourOver Coffee-Fresh ground coffee filter packs. 
 

Lee’s  Sandwiches’  PourOver  Coffee is an individual serving size  of  Lee’s  coffee  inside  a  convenient  to-go filter 
that  fits  on  top  of  any  cup  size.  With  a  “PourOver”  of  hot  water,  customers  can  brew  for  themselves  a  cup  of  
fresh  Lee’s  Coffee,  while  on  the  go.    With  each  cup,  customers can experience different nuances of complex 
flavors like round to fruity, flavor profiles that can only be captured through the process of hand-brewed coffee. 
That’s  why  Lee’s  PourOver  coffee  is  gaining  popularity  amongst  coffee  lovers  due  to  its  innovation between 
artistry, quality, and convenience.  

Lee’s  Coffee  knows  that  everyone’s  coffee  preferences  are  different.  Some  like  original,  some  like  dark  roast,  
while others may like their coffee sweetened with creamer and sugar. With most instant coffee, cream and sugar 
are  already  added,  but  with  Lee’s  PourOver  coffee,  you  become  your  own  barista  by  personalizing  your  freshly-
brewed coffee with milk, fresh cream and/or sugar.   

Coffee  drinkers  can  now  enjoy  Lee’s  PourOver  coffee  conveniently  at  home,  work, travel, camp, or give to your 
love ones. They offer two blends: Parisian Blend and New Orleans Blend from 18-count boxes and 50-count 
boxes.  Lee’s  PourOver  coffee  is  now  available  for  purchase  at  Lee’s  Sandwiches,  grocery  stores,  leescoffee.com,  
and amazon.com.  

 
About  Lee’s  Sandwiches 
 
Lee's Sandwiches is the world's largest "banh mi" chain. Since 1983, they have been committed to providing 
the freshest and highest quality of Euro-Asian sandwiches and delicious coffee to our customers. With 
nearly 60 stores in five states, the company is the first and only franchising Euro-Asian Sandwich chain. 
Roasting the freshest and most unique beans to create our signature Lee's Coffee through the traditional 
method of French press; they have successfully expanded the coffee line to wholesales, retails, and online 
level.  
 
Web: www.leesandwiches.com/ 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LeesSandwiches 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/leesandwiches  
 
For press information, to schedule interviews, public appearances and engagements, please contact:  
Jimmy  Le  at  Lee’s  Sandwiches  International,  INC.  at  800.640.8880  or  jimmy@leebros.com. 
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